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PL. No. 

Cat. No. 398/2017                                                                                                                                          24.09.2019

NOTIFICATION

The following is the Probability List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally
eligible to be included in the Ranked list, subject to the verification of the Original documents, for selection to the
post of  LAST GRADE SERVANTS (SPECIAL RECRUITMENT FROM SC/ST ONLY) - (Category No. 398/2017 )
in  VARIOUS Departments in Malappuram District  on `16500-35700 on the basis of the  Objective Type
Test (OMR) held on 19/05/2018.

The Register  Numbers are arranged in their  numerical  sequence and the arrangement does not in any way,
indicate  their  respective  rank on the basis  of  the said test.  The candidates  whose numbers  are included in
probability list are directed to be present for verification of original documents as per schedule published in due
course. 

:

:

05/2019/DOM                                                                                                                                                       Malappuram

Main List

100279 105735 116135 121694 122385 135244

137640 149463 149624 150076 150346 151391

151663 152086 153216 154329 154506 155240

155639 157759 160727 164102 165424 166085

168121 168172 168647 168679 169699 169836

169848 170643 171847 171902 171943 172227

173465 173956 179879 182264 182382 182653

183121 185328 190502 191918 193368 194506

202673 207649

Supplementary List

Scheduled Tribe

105816 110612 140572 140615 140653 141108

141682 141705 142135 149105 151487 167071

185707 187549 191883 196765 196859 196875

197057 197095 197233 197527 197554 197722

197838 198163 198238 198790 198959 199398

199802 200017 200150 200282 200621 200804

200848 200933 201150 201193 201235 201341

204730 206798 207124 207326 207996 208267



2 LAST GRADE SERVANTS (SPECIAL RECRUITMENT FROM
SC/ST ONLY)
  Malappuram 

208670 208776

Office of the

Kerala Public Service Commission

Approved for issue,

 Section Officer.

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and admission of
application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the probability list does not confer any right on
the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note:- (2)  The list has been  prepared by including the number of eligible and qualified candidates who have
secured top marks in the OMR Test. 

Note :- (3)  The candidates who have secured 79 (Seventy nine) marks and above are included in the Main List of
the  probability  list  and  the  requisite  marks  have  been  lowered  to  the  extent  necessary  in  respect  of  the
Supplementary list.

Note:- (4)  Candidates included in the Probability List should upload the scanned images of original documents in
their profile and present and produce in person the original documents for verification.  Date, Time and Venue of
certificate verification of candidates included in this probability list will be intimated in due course.

Note:- (5)   According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer scripts
can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be published in the Ranked List
to be published for the post. 

Note :- (6) SC/ST candidates included in the list are required to produce Community Certificate in Form III or
digitally  signed by the revenue authorities  not  below the rank of  Tahsildar  along with the other  documents
mentioned above at the time of verification of original documents.

Note :- (7) Copy of answer  scripts  of the OMR Test held on 19/05/2018 will be issued to those candidates who,
apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.  Candidates whose Register
Numbers are invalidated are advised to refer to Notification No : ER XVI(2)5392/18/EW    DATED:03/06/2019.

MOHANAN V

DISTRICT OFFICER
KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
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